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IMAGINE THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE SYSTEM IN 10 YEARS.

WHAT DO YOU WANT IT TO LOOK LIKE?
UWC NATIONAL COMMITTEES IN 2016

- 155 UWC national committees
- 16 UWC schools and colleges
- 4 UWC school and college proposals
- 12 UWC short courses
UWC NATIONAL COMMITTEES IN 2016 - APPLICATION NUMBERS

- 0-50 apps = 50%
- 50-100 apps = 22%
- 100-400 apps = 21%
- 400 apps = 7%
UWC NATIONAL COMMITTEES IN 2016 - ACTIVE MEMBERS

0 - 5 = 41%
6 - 10 = 37%
11 - 20 = 17%
20+ = 5%
WHAT IS NEXT?
National Committee strategy 1

Meeting all demonstrated need within 5 years

NC selection of IBDP students based on promise and potential irrespective of capacity to pay

- Enabling mother tongue selection processes
- Ensuring a diverse pool of applicants to enable a deliberately diverse student body
- Streamlining NC selection criteria, processes and eligibility
- Ensuring exclusivity of NC selections and developing fee payer selection capability to scale back direct entry to <5%
- Coordinating offers to ensure NCs receive reliable offer patterns

Developing the capacity of the NC system

- Support NCs to become stronger, identifying support and development needs
- Supporting NC’s through an NC Fund set up on behalf of the CNC and managed by UWCIO
- Establishing NC support structure to avert volunteer fatigue and build additional NC capacity
- Development of NCs in under-represented regions, e.g. Gulf States and West Africa
NC’s to share the financial burden of meeting all demonstrated need

- **Doubling NC fundraising income** by 2020 from US$10m to US$20m by doubling the number of NCs that are financially self sufficient through fundraising, to between 25 and 30 (Pledge of “Financial self sufficiency within 5 years”)
- **Adding fundraising support** for NC volunteers

Maximising NC impact

- Significantly increasing in the number of **short course programmes delivered by NCs** across the globe
- Further developing NC engagement in **preparation of students and parents**
- Defining **pastoral responsibilities of NCs** in liaising with parents
- **Engaging with alumni locally** and building networks of mutual support in serving the UWC mission
FUTURE OF THE NC SYSTEM

COMMITTEE OF NATIONAL COMMITTEES

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FUND

CAPACITY BUILDING
COMMITMENT TO THE FUTURE

WHAT WILL YOUR ACTION POINT BE?